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Autism
Research

Miles is a 15 year old teen

with ASD who was part of

Dr. Naviaux’s clinical trial.

He did not receive

Our lab sees autism spectrum disorder (ASD) as
an involuntary behavioral syndrome caused by a
conserved cellular response to environmental and
genetic  danger.  Autism is therefore an “ecogenetic”
syndrome that alters child development.  This
perspective has led us to a uni�ed theory for the
cause and treatment of ASD that is called the cell
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suramin, but his insight

and experiences as a

participant in the study

inspired him to write this

poem. In 2015, Miles was

selected as one of 85

young poets named as

Foyle’s Young Poets of the

Year by the British Poetry

Society. This poem is

published here with his

permission.

danger theory . It proposes that autism is a
treatable metabolic syndrome caused by persistent
activation of the cell danger response (CDR)
produced by persistent abnormalities in purinergic
signaling.  
 
By treating the root cause of this syndrome, we
believe many children will have chance to lose the
symptoms that hold them back. Many children will
be able to come o� spectrum, and many children
will be able to live independent lives as adults, when
just a few years ago this notion seemed impossible.
 

The CDR is maintained by increased purinergic

signaling  that results from the release of nucleotides

like ATP, ADP, UTP, UDP, and other metabolites that
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trace to mitochondria in cells under stress. This is the

proposed sequence:  ecogenetic injury —>

mitochondrial stress —> ATP and metabokine leak —>

persistent CDR activation —> ASD and several other

disorders.  Purinergic receptors are widely distributed

on every cell type in the body. When activated, they can

signal danger or trigger in�ammation and pain.

Nucleotides like ATP are co-neurotransmitters and

neuromodulators at every synaptic junction studied to

date. They are particularly important for cells in the

nervous system, immune system, and the GI tract, which

in turn, a�ects the gut microbiome. Suramin is a non-

selective inhibitor of purinergic signaling, an

antipurinergic drug, or APD for short. Suramin works in

several ways to inhibit purinergic signaling. One way is

to act as a competitive inhibitor of ATP binding to cell

surface receptors. Another way is to block the release of

intracellular ATP through pannexin-P2X7 channels into

the extracellular space. Working in these ways, suramin

sends an “all’s clear” signal to the cell. One way to think

about suramin action is as “molecular armistice

therapy”—a metabolic signal that the danger has passed

and cellular resources can be directed away from

defense and returned to “peace time” activities like

normal neurodevelopment, healing, and growth.

We have just completed the �rst clinical trial to test the

safety and e�cacy of suramin in children with autism

(https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02508259).
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